Different effects of 1-beta-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine and aphidicolin in S-phase cells--chromosome aberrations, cell-cycle delay and cytotoxicity.
Some effects of a 2-h exposure to either aphidicolin (APC) or cytosine arabinoside (ara-C) on S-phase cells of the cell line JU56 have been measured. At a concentration of 1.5 X 10(-5) M of either drug, incorporation of tritiated thymidine into log-phase cultured was reduced by 97-99%. A 2-h exposure to either drug at the same concentration induced chromosome aberrations in cells in S when they subsequently reached mitosis. However, exposure to ara-C induced small numbers of aberrations per damaged cells, and most cells were undamaged. Exposure to APC induced gross chromosomal damage (pulverized chromosomes) in damaged cells. More cells were delayed, and for longer, after exposure to APC than after exposure to ara-C. The results of clonal assays were consistent with the assumption that chromosome aberrations are the proximal cause of reproductive cell death. In the case of ara-C, the results of this and a previous study are consistent with the assumption that cell death and chromosome aberrations are correlated with incorporation of ara-C into DNA in S-phase cells, but that these biological effects manifest themselves only with doses when inhibition of semi-conservative DNA synthesis is greater than 97%.